


3. Problem or Need

Expanding government and commercial accessibility into space requires that new technologies and 

methods for satellite servicing be investigated. On-orbit satellites have a limited time frame to execute 

their designed mission objectives. Factors such as fuel to sustain orbit, on-board technology limits, 

and hardware deterioration present as constant obstacles for satellites to remain useful. A design life, 

which incorporates these factors, is assigned to a spacecraft and establishes the expected duration that 

the system will remain operational. A satellite's design-life can be relatively short when compared to 

the price required to place such a system in orbit. Despite recent cost saving advancements in satellite 

delivery systems, the expenses can still run in the hundreds of millions of dollars. New innovations in 

satellite servicing and repair will offer solutions to extend the design-life and add more capabilities to 

on-orbit satellites. 

Legacy solutions are prohibitively expensive and cumbersome. The Hubble telescope is a prime 

example of how small but critical repairs required enormous expenditures, years of astronaut training, 

and the use of the space shuttle, a notoriously complex vehicle. Regardless of the setbacks, the 

servicing provided has allowed the Hubble telescope to continue operating for over 30 years and has 

enhanced capabilities due to the addition of upgraded hardware. The proliferation of CubeSats has 

offered a new potential solution to providing satellite servicing. With the right compact sensor suite 

a small platform space vehicle can be capable of identifying and reliably navigating to a target space 

vehicle to provide services. In addition, new methods of edge-processing can allow greater automation 

in the system or serve to work in tandem with pre-existing navigation methods. 
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Figure 1: CubeSat Servicing an On-Orbit Satellite 

A CubeSat is a cost-effective platform that can be used for servicing and upgrading on-orbit 

satellites. The small form factor allows for large number of servicing satellites to be deployed in a 

single launch. With a robust, inter-satellite sensor package the system can guide itself to the target 

satellite to provide repairs, upgrades, or refueling. Figure 1 is an example of how the CubeSat will 

carry out a servicing operation. Such a solution will directly increase a satellite design life thus 

providing a greater return on investment for a mission profile. 
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